SLX Extensions

SLX FRAME EXTENSION KIT / PAIR

QuickJack’s frame extenders increase the lift point spread of
the BL-5000SLX and BL-7000SLX by 6 inches. These easy-touse, removable adapters require no setup whatsoever. They’re
rugged, lightweight and give an SLX model the same reach as
an extended-length EXT model. Sold in sets of 2.

Instantly increase QuickJack’s versatility

With this new QuickJack accessory, you will now be able
to accommodate OEM jack points that are spread farther
apart that the current SLX models allow. These easy-to-use
extensions make it convenient and safe to gain up to 6” of
extra reach and 1.5” of extra lifting height. It’s just as easy to
remove and return your SLX to its regular state. This is the
ideal QuickJack accessory for anyone with multiple vehicles
and a variance of chassis measurements.

The perfect fit

The frame extension adapters drop snugly into QuickJack’s
lift trays. There’s no guesswork as to how the adapter fits on
the frame: rugged, welded, tubular steel standoffs (found on
the bottom of each adapter), slide perfectly against the edges
of QuickJack’s rubber block trays. At just 33 lbs. each, the
adapters are lightweight enough to pick up and carry. Once
the extenders are in place, set QuickJack’s rubber blocks in the
trays just as you would when using frames alone.
NOTE: DO NOT attempt to roll your QuickJack frames with
extensions in place.
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Includes (2) frame extension adapters with 66” lift point
spread each
Rugged 14-gauge steel construction
Welded tubular steel standoffs for lift tray placement
Frames are lightweight and easy to carry
Fits BL-5000SLX and BL-7000SLX models only

SPECIFICATIONS
Height

1.5” (38 mm)

Width

7.5” (191 mm)

Length

66.25” (1,683 mm)

Lifting point spread

37.5” - 66” (953 mm - 1,676 mm)

Weight (ea.)

32 lbs. (15 kg)
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